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Abstract—Facial expression recognition  has many 

applications in affective computing as well as computer vision 

respectively. The main applications involve human computer 

interaction, driver safety etc. PCA, LDA, LBP algorithms are 

used in most cases for the detection of facial expression. The 

drawbacks of existing systems include lower classification rate 

in the case of low resolution images, confusion between 

different pairs of expression etc. In this paper , a novel method 

for facial expression recognition is proposed. Facial patches are 

used to detect facial expression. Face detection is done through 

viola jones algorithm. Landmark detection is done by two 

phase algorithm. Segmentation threshold is calculated by a 

recursive approach. Six facial expressions  are identified based 

on the appearance of facial patches. The proposed system 

works efficiently on JAFFE database. 

Key words :  Facial Expression , land mark detection, 

facial patches, QDA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ACIAL expression recognition  is one of the issues to be 

addressed in the field of computer vision and affective 

computing respectively, computer vision deals with 

processing of images, to create symbolic or structured 

information, which enables the computer system to take 

appropriate decisions[1]. The main issue that has to be taken 

into account while dealing with facial expression recognition 

is, face detection as well as appropriate detection of facial 

features. 

   Classification is done using SVM , when SVMs’ are 

used low resolution of pictures didn’t affected the 

classification rate[2]. There are basically three approaches 

for recognizing facial expression, geometric methods, 

appearance based methods and recognition using salient 

patches. In geometric feature [3] based methods the 

expression is recognized by tracking the shape and size of 

facial landmarks by applying an automatic fiducial point 

location algorithm. The disadvantage of such an algorithm is 

that it requires accurate detection of facial landmarks, any 

error in face detection will affect the overall performance of 

the algorithm. Also the proportions in which facial features 

appear vary from person to person. In appearance based 

methods[4] the features are selected using pixel intensity 

values, a plenoptic function[5] which calculates radiance of 

light in free space is used for appearance based models. One 

big turnoff for this method is time and cost is often high in 

this method.  In recognition using patches [6], salient 

patches are extracted there by identifying the expression. 

The main advantage of this approach is once patches are 

chosen, expression recognition become effortless. 

In this paper we combine the problems of gender 

classification and facial expression recognition. We propose 

a novel method for expression recognition using salient 

facial patches. The proposed system works well on low 

resolution images also. Most of the research work has been 

done on basic six facial expressions anger, fear, joy, 

surprise, disgust and sadness. 

Fig1.basic emotions

II. RELATED WORK

Classification scheme can be classified into two types 1) 

static 2) dynamic. Naïve Bayesian classifiers and tree 
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augmented naïve (TAN) bayes classifiers are used for static 

classification. In the case of dynamic classification, hidden 

markov model is used. Although happiness and surprise 

were detected with 86% and 93% respectively, other 

expressions were found to be mismatched with one another 

[7]. 

 A single image based algorithm was proposed using 

discrete cosine transform (DCT), local binary pattern (LBP), 

geometric distance feature (GDF) for geometric and 

appearance based identification . The main disadvantage in 

this case is its performance is very poor, when images are 

not frontal [8]. According to White hill et al support vector 

machines and Gabor filters can be used to recognize 

expressions. It proposes automatic facial expression 

recognition for intelligent tutoring system [9]. Main 

disadvantage is that accuracy is comparatively lower. Gabor 

wavelet labeled elastic graph matching and Eigen face are 

used for facial feature detection. Main turnoff of this 

approach is that it may be used only to extract categorical 

information about face[10].  

Though there are many advantages in using a facial action 

coding system, it cannot recognize full range of facial 

behavior [11].  Some approaches use fiducial points from 

face to extract facial features and profile-contour fiducial 

points. From this midlevel feature parameters are defined, 

and then action units are encoded and certainty of results is 

evaluated. The disadvantage of this approach is that 

confusion arose between identifying action units for each 

pair of expression [12]. Gini index and facial characteristic 

points can be used in the identification of facial expression. 

Although it gives promising results for expressions like 

surprise, fear and joy, for expressions like sadness anger and 

neutral gives comparatively lower recognition rate [13]. 

In some facial expression recognition methods, active 

appearance models are employed, features are extracted 

using trained AAM and a SVM is build from it and these are 

further cascaded to improve overall performance [14]. Some 

approaches use both geometric and appearance based models 

for facial expression recognition. Here geometric variability 

elimination and LBP were used as image texture descriptor. 

This method is robust in performance. This approach also 

shows comparatively lesser accuracy in detecting 

expressions like anger disgust and sadness. K-nearest 

neighbor classifier may be used to classify gender, it shows 

high performance [16]. In this paper we propose facial 

expression recognition from facial patches. 

III.    PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Fig2. overview of proposed system 

. 

A. FACE DETECTION 

Fig3 : Face Detection 

Face detection is done using Viola-Jones method. A 

preprocessing is done to remove noise from the input image, 

After that face is detected using Viola-Jones method. This 

method is having lower computational complexity. Face 

detection can be regarded as a specific case of object-class 

detection. In object-class detection, the task is to find the 

locations and sizes of all objects in an image that belong to a 

given class..Face-detection algorithms focus on the detection 

of frontal human faces. It is analogous to image detection in 

which the image of a person is matched bit by bit. Image 

matches with the image stores in database. Any facial 

feature changes in the database will invalidate the matching 

process. 

. 
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B. LANDMARK DETECTION 

Fig4 : Landmark Detection

   

Land marks in a face are eyes, nose and mouth. For 

accurately detecting facial expression, tracking 

landmarks is necessary. Viola-Jones algorithm and Haar

features are used to detect facial landmarks

is measured in terms of the relative variation 

distance between the estimated and the ground truth

landmark positions . The size of the face is defined as the 

distance between the center of the mouth and the mi

between centers of the eyes. The geometric accuracy

measured by the mean relative feature displacement 

the maximum relative feature displacement.

detector processes each frame separately, i.e. temp

continuity of landmark positions is not exploited

C. EYEBROW CORNER DETECTION

Fig5 : Eyebrow corner detection

       To make computation process simple, region of inter

(ROI) is selected around the eye region. Haar

used to find eye region which returns a rectangular

around eyes. A horizontal sobel operator is  employ

localize the eyebrow corners. Eyebrow detection algorithms 

have been proposed under various contexts such as f

alignment, face recognition in biometrics, recognit

landmark facial features and facial expression reco
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: Landmark Detection

Land marks in a face are eyes, nose and mouth. For 

ression, tracking of these 

Jones algorithm and Haar-

features are used to detect facial landmarks. The accuracy 

variation  defined as a 

distance between the estimated and the ground truth 

The size of the face is defined as the 

distance between the center of the mouth and the midpoint 

between centers of the eyes. The geometric accuracy is 

measured by the mean relative feature displacement and 

isplacement. The landmark 

detector processes each frame separately, i.e. temporal 

continuity of landmark positions is not exploited

EYEBROW CORNER DETECTION

: Eyebrow corner detection

To make computation process simple, region of interest 

(ROI) is selected around the eye region. Haar-classifiers are 

used to find eye region which returns a rectangular region

around eyes. A horizontal sobel operator is  employed to 

Eyebrow detection algorithms 

have been proposed under various contexts such as face 

alignment, face recognition in biometrics, recognition of 

landmark facial features and facial expression recognition.

D. LIP CORNER DETECTION

Fig 6: Lip corner detection

          Viola-Jones algorithm is used to find out mouth. A 

ROI based on the location nose is selected for elim

false detections. The algorithm returns a rectangul

around the mouth region. Morphological 

and Sobel edge operator is applied and thereby lips

is identified.Proper thresholding is implemented to eliminate 

false lines. 

  

E. EXTRACTION OF ACTIVE PATCHES

Fig 7 : Extraction of active patches

Active facial patches are extracted using LBP.

             ∑LBP��, �� � ∑�	


�� is the pixel value at co-

value co-ordinates in the neighborhood of (x,y).

              s��� � 0, � � 0
1, � � 0

�
n is the number of labels produced by LBP operator

F. LEARNING AND TRAINING FOR EXPRESSIONS

  

         Support Vector machines are used for training 

purposes(SVM). For high resolution images LBP is us

for low resolution images LDA is used. Training is 

implemented using SVM.In the proposed framework 

image is at first enhanced to eliminate noise, if p

second step is the segmentation of face, after that

landmarks are detected. From the relative position 
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LIP CORNER DETECTION

corner detection

Jones algorithm is used to find out mouth. A 

ROI based on the location nose is selected for eliminating 

false detections. The algorithm returns a rectangular box 

around the mouth region. Morphological dilation operation 

operator is applied and thereby lips corners 

Proper thresholding is implemented to eliminate 

EXTRACTION OF ACTIVE PATCHES

: Extraction of active patches

ctive facial patches are extracted using LBP.

��� � i��
� 2�

-ordinate (x,y). �	 are the pixel 

ordinates in the neighborhood of (x,y).

�
n is the number of labels produced by LBP operator

RAINING FOR EXPRESSIONS

Support Vector machines are used for training 

purposes(SVM). For high resolution images LBP is used and 

for low resolution images LDA is used. Training is 

In the proposed framework  input 

image is at first enhanced to eliminate noise, if present. The 

second step is the segmentation of face, after that facial 

landmarks are detected. From the relative position of  facial 
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landmarks facial patches can be identified, which is further 

trained using SVM, QDA is used for classification. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed method works well on JAFFE database. It 

shows greater amount of accuracy with lower computational 

complexity. We used 215 images from JAFFE database. 

Experimental results show that when number patches 

increase, accuracy of facial expression detection also 

increases. A SVM classifier is used in the training stage, 

then its coupled with LBP histogram. While using QDA 

classifier higher performance is observed. 

anger                        disgust              fear                  

   happy                             sad                          surprise 

Fig 8  : Classified results 

Fig 9 : QDA classifier 

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented an efficient method to identify 

facial expression. Lower classification accuracy in existing 

system is eliminated using this method. Face detection is 

done using viola jones algorithm. Different edges operators 

are used to dtect the landmark by an example based 

algorithm. A recursive approach is used for training the 

facial expression. Training is implemented using SVM 

(support vector machine). QDA classifier provides with 

higher classification rate. The proposed system works 

efficiently on JAFFE database 
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